The 500 Hz frequency-following potential in kangaroo rat: an evaluation with noise masking.
This study on kangaroo rat has shown that the volume-conducted 500 Hz FFP can be recorded at stimulus levels which are near behavioral threshold. The response is a complex, double-peaked wave form, indicating that multiple brain stem sources are involved in its generation. The FFP wave form changes in a complex manner with intensity. Recordings of the FFP in the presence of broadband noise demonstrate that the response is neural in origin at suprathreshold stimulus levels. The various configurations of the FFP in the presence of noise, high-pass or broadband, are dependent upon the level of the tone, the level of the noise, and the frequency at which the noise high-pass is set. High-pass masking experiments near threshold levels have demonstrated that the FFP is initiated at a restricted region of the apical cochlea. From all of the results, we conclude that the FFP at moderate and low levels (55--65 dB SPL) is generated primarily by neurons with best frequencies below 1.5--2.0 kHz. The onset component of the FFP is similarly affected by noise, indicating that it too is low frequency in origin.